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BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION THROUGH 
PSYCHOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATION

Most organizations are transforming, yet research shows that 87% of these transformation efforts fail due to a lack of
psychological and practical considerations. CEO and Organizational Psychologist, Hetal Doshi partners with organizations
as a Consultant Organizational Psychologist to design transformation efforts that increases chances of success to 70%. Her
evidence-based and psychological approach to business transformation has been applied to organizations including
Malaysia Airlines, Digi Telecommunications and Petronas. She has also designed and facilitated over 2,000 transformation
workshops with over 50 companies across 20 countries to take employees through a meaningful and transformative
journey to achieve business goals.

Hetal has also been featured on several media outlets including TV, Radio and Newspaper and speaks regularly in business 
and HR conferences. Hetal is most sought after her core skills in organizational psychology, evidence-based management 
theories, energetic psychology and transformation utilizing least resistance. She is most well-known for her analogy and 
practices on the concept of the “Butterfly Effect”.

Her purpose is life is to equip individuals to experience psychological freedom, increase opportunities for teams to 
experience magical moments in transformation and to strengthen performance systems in organizations. Her favourite
quote is “Those who don’t believe in magic, will never find it”. She loves painting, diving, hiking and her most loved travel
experience was to Bhutan in 2020. 

Organizational Transformation  | Organizational Resilience & Well-being |   Team Resilience & Well-Being | Individual Resilience & Well-Being
Leadership Transformation Consulting & Coaching | Human Behavior Transformation Facilitation | Psychological Capital Speaking Engagements 



u CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL COACH (Malaysia)

u CERTIFIED HRDF CORPORATE TRAINER (Malaysia)

u ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGIST (New South Wales)

u CERTIFIED PSYCHOMETRIC ASSESSOR

(SHL, Genesys, MPE, MBTI, DISCT, Facet5)

u MASTERS IN ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 
(MACQUARIE UNI, SYDNEY)

u HONOURS IN PSYCHOLOGY (MURDOCH UNI, PERTH)

u BACHELORS IN PSYCHOLOGY (NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF 
SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE)

Organizational Psychologist 
Hetal Doshi

Bangladesh | Hong Kong   |   Indonesia  |  Malaysia  |  Mumbai  |   Perth  |  Shanghai  |  Singapore  |  Sydney  |  Thailand |  Vietnam  
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Unfortunately, 87% Of Businesses Transformation Efforts Fail



Business Transformation With A Psychological Approach,
Can Increase Success Rates To 70%



The Impact Of Poorly Designed Organizational Transformation On   
Employee Stress, Anxiety And Depression 

§ Depression will be a major mental health illness among Malaysians by 2020 (Malaysian Psychiatric Association)
§ Every 3 in 10 adults aged 16 years and above have a type of mental health issue (National Health and Morbidity

Survey, 2015)
§ In 2011, 12% of Malaysians had depression and anxiety disorders compared to 29% in 2017 (Malaysian

Psychiatric Association)
§ Malaysia's Healthiest Workplace by AIA Vitality Survey in 2017 surveyed 5369 employees from 47 organizations

and across 4 countries. They found that
§ 53% reported at least one dimension of work-related stress
§ 12% experienced high levels of anxiety or depression
§ 84% reported at least one type of musculoskeletal disorder as a result of high work stress and sedentary lifestyle
§ Malaysians were found to work an average of 15 hours more than their contracted hours each week – the highest

when compared to Singapore, Hong Kong and Australia
§ Malaysia was reported to have the highest percentage among employees who slept less than 7 hours per night at

56%
§ Malaysia had the highest percentage of physical inactivity with 64% doing less than 150 minutes of physical

activity per week.



We facilitate workshops, 
townhalls and luncheons to 
take all employees through 

an emotionally impactful 
journey about human 

transformation and how to 
ensure psychological 

resilience during 
challenging times 

We enhance team or inter-
team resilience primarily 
through clarity, cohesion 
and committed actions. 

This is our most high 
impact service with a mere 

2 day turnaround in 
enhanced team 

collaboration

We take teams through a 
journey to discover 

psychological approaches 
to creating meaningful 

organizational, team and 
individual transformation 

Individual and 
Mass 

Resilience
Workshops/
Townhalls

Team
Resilience 

Consulting/
Facilitation

Leadership
Consulting 

Transformation
Consulting 

Business Performance through Psychological Resilience 

We work with leaders to 
design psychological 

approaches to pressing 
issues and facilitate 

conversations/experiences 
in order to achieve 
intended outcomes 

O PSYCH’S TRANSFORMATION SERVICES 



O PSYCH’S CLIENTELE



Organizational 
Transformation 

Consulting 

Outplacement  

Outplacement of 6,000 
employees out of an 

organization over a 2 year 
period 

Business Transformation

Increase buy-in and 
performance of an organization 

of 2,500 employees as they 
radically transform the core 

services of the organization over 
a 2 year period 

Culture Transformation

Transform of the core culture of 
an organization of 50,000 

employees from a more formal 
and hierarchical to social and 

open culture over a period of 5 
years. 

Leadership and 
Team 

Transformation 
Consulting 

Departmental Transformation

Strengthen the HR system of a 
business of 6,000 employees 

whilst decreasing workload in 
HR by 20% over a period of 6 

months.

Leadership Coaching 

Upskilling and humanizing 
senior leadership to take their 

business and employees through 
a journey of transformation over 

a period of 1 year.

Leadership Training 

Upskill all 600 leaders in an 
organization  to coach their 

teams more effectively 

Training and 
Certifications for 
Transformation 

& Resilience 

Certification in

Designing Organizational. 
Transformation from a 

Psychological Perspective

Certify leaders on how to design 
transformation journeys 

Facilitation  and Certification in 

Building psychological 
resilience in teams 

Certify managers on how to 
increase employee resilience 

during transformation journeys

Training  and Certification in  

Building Personal Psychological 
Resilience

Certify individuals on how to 
build their own psychological 

and emotional resilience during 
transformation journeys

O PSYCH’S TRANSFORMATION PROJECTS OVER THE YEARS  



Outplacement Advisory, Content Development, Facilitation and Train the Trainer for 8,000 employees | Malaysian
Airlines (2015-2016).

2015 would see Malaysia’s National Airlines Carrier, Malaysian Airlines, transit from a Government Linked Company (GLC) to a
Privately owned company. The reason for this transition was due to the losses it was incurring following the disappearance of its
flight MH370, the plane crash of MH17 and the fact that it was already bleeding money for years. This transition saw 8,000
Malaysian Airlines employees’ positions made redundant. Malaysian Airlines thus opened a tender to hire outplacement consultants
who would be able to assist in a holistic transitioning of these employees.

O Psych was nominated to assist in the preliminary services of 1) Outplacement Advisory (how best to ensure the outplacement
communication and process is conducted in a humane and dignified manner); 2) Outplacement Counseling (one on one counseling
for distressed and exiting employees); 3) Career Transitioning Training and Coaching (group training and coaching on how to
experience the transition for a positive future), 4) Outplacement Transitioning Training Module Design and Content Development
(creation of the content and designing of the career transitioning training), 5) Train the Trainer (training of 50 trainers who would be
doing the career transitioning training and coaching for 6,000 exiting employees) and 6) Quality Assurance of Training and Coaching
(quality assurance of the 50 trainers who would be conducting the training sessions for the 6,000 employees).

Here is a testimonial via LinkedIn from Ida Hanim, project owner of the Malaysian Airlines Transitioning Project. Hetal was hired to
develop the coaching program and the Lead Coach. Her expertise and experience in coaching out-placed employees were
detrimental to the project. Hetal delivered the program with such detail and compassion. I learnt very much from her too. She
handled the demoralised staff with empathy and care. I would definitely recommend Hetal to companies who seek her expertise
in Career Transition and Outplacement.

1

Large Scale Transformation Projects

https://www.linkedin.com/in/hetal-doshi-suhana-daswani-93a45913/


2 Digital Transformation Content Development & Facilitation for 2,000 employees | Digi Telecommunications Sdn Bhd
(2016 - 2017).

In 2016, Digi Telecommunications (as well as other telecommunication companies), recognized the impact of the digital
revolution on its business. This led to a business strategy of transforming their business into a digital services organization and
thus, a parallel strategy to have all their employees to understand, speak the language of and engage in digital. Digi opened a
tender to appoint a consulting and training company that could co-create a meaningful workshop for all their 2,000
employees that could achieve this purpose. Out of 10 training and consulting companies, O Psych was nominated as the
principle consultant and trainer for this mission. During this time, Hetal worked closely with the HR and business leaders to
co-create, design and constantly revise the content of the workshop to ensure the highest level of engagement and impact for
all employees. The workshop was thoughtfully named “What’s Your Next?” The outcomes of the sessions were incredible and
the workshops became a talking point to elevate the mindset of employees towards a digital point of view.

Below is a brief testimonial via LinkedIn from Animesh Mukherjee, Head of Human Resource Centre of Expertise at Digi
Telecommunications and the Project Owner of “What’s Your Next?”

I had the opportunity to work with Hetal during a mass culture change program we initiated at Digi called "What's 
Your Next" which aimed to drive a grass-roots level connect with our Digital Transformation agenda. During the 
program, I found Hetal to be competent, passionate & committed. She was able to integrate with our culture & reflect 
our DNA as she led numerous workshops over a 12 month period across the entire organisation.  Beyond that, I have 
asked for and received 'thoughtful partnership' from her. In a landscape of cookie cutter leadership development 
programs, it's refreshing to work with someone who is willing to engage deeper, build something different and chase 
outcomes that go much beyond a training program. I wish her the best for the future.

Large Scale Transformation Projects

https://www.linkedin.com/in/hetal-doshi-suhana-daswani-93a45913/
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Large Scale Transformation Projects
Transformational Coaching to support the transformation agenda for 51,000 employees |
Petronas (2017-2020)

In 2017, Malaysia’s largest Oil & Gas Company, Petronas, also known as Petroliam Nasional Berhad, was on
a mission to transform its 51,000 employees towards a more agile and digital mindset. O Psych was
nominated as a partner to offer long-term consulting, coaching and facilitation services to the
Transformation Office (under the President’s office), relevant Business Leaders and Petronas employees.

The coaching and facilitation has been on-going for over 3 years. O Psych supports business story-telling,
leadership coaching, team resilience as well as individual resilience programs to strengthen the organization
from a psychological perspective. Over this period of time, Hetal has also been requested to design and
facilitate workshops for the most senior executives in the organization and has gained significant amounts of
trust in being able to support their respective businesses.

One of the feedback received from a Senior Stakeholder in the Transformation Office includes, “Because of
Hetal, we are now clearer about the roles and responsibilities that we need to play, there are more
feedback exchanges within the team, greater levels of reflections are being experienced and a new
and energized spirit to move forward has been created. She is crafty in dealing with our emotions and
is able bring out the best of us by ensuring we are able to see the bigger vision.”
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Special Consulting Projects

Leadership & Talent Development Programs: Several Projects
Bank Islam Berhad | iCIMB Sdn Bhd | Petronas Sdn Bhd | Air Asia Berhad | TUDM | Givaudan |
Technip | Ericsson | Coway | Bank of China | Federal Agricultural Marketing Authority

Culture Development Program: Several Projects
UPECA | MIDA | Sarawak Energy | iPerintis | Ministry of Primary Resources (Brunei)

Large Scale Transformation Projects
Petronas Culture Transformation Consulting, Facilitation and Coaching | Digi Digital Transformation
Facilitation | Malaysia Airlines Outplacement Consulting, Facilitation and Coaching | Digi Leadership
Transformation Consulting | Digi Customer Service Transformation | USG Boral Digital Transformation |
Shell Career Transitioning Facilitation

1

Diversity and Inclusion
Youtube by Google | Talentcorp | Petronas | LeanIn

5
Wellness & Resilience
Petronas Resilience Building Consulting & Facilitation | Petronas Wellness Consulting | OCBC Resilience Building

Facilitation | Lim Kok Wing University | Colgate | Puma Kuala Lumpur | Puma Singapore | Puma Hong Kong



uWomen Icons Asia Award (2019, Singapore)

uLeader in Building Mental and Emotional 
Resilience at Work (2019, Malaysia)

uMost Impactful Transformation Coach (2019, 
Malaysia)

uLearning Leaders of Tomorrow (2019, 
Malaysia)

uTraining Provider of the Year Award (India, 
2018)

uOutstanding New Trainer Award (India, 2018)

uTrainer of the Year Award (India, 2018)

uTop 100 Coaches Award,  Recognized by 
Marshall Goldsmith (India, 2018)

AWARDS



MEDIA FEATURES

In 2013, Hetal was requested to speak on Capital TV, Malaysia’s first local business television channel to speak on Cultural Transformation from an Organizational
Psychologists’ perspective. During the same year, she was asked by BFM Radio Station, Malaysia’s renowned and independent business and current affairs-oriented radio
station to also speak on The Business Solution on Culture Transformation due to the need to transform Malaysian business cultures.

From 2014-2016, The Star Online nominated Hetal as expert advisor on job related matters. During this time, Hetal wrote 14 articles to enhance the mindset of both
employees and employers in the workplace. Some of the articles she wrote include Human behaviour at the workplace, Get lucky: 3 mindsets that help you ‘score’ at work, 3 tips
for managing your overwhelming workload, Treat yourself right, Who are the happiest people at work?, The one thing that’s missing from all our KPIs, Three tips to mentally battle your
work stress, What we need to learn from the courageous, Your company owes you nothing, 3 key ingredients of winners at work, What are high performers made of?, How close should I
be with my boss?, Why your boss may never apologise and Is your boss playing favourites?.

In 2016, she was featured in the International Business Review Magazine where she writes about the Future of Work and The Required Beliefs of Business Leaders of
Tomorrow. In 2017, she was featured in SME Asia Magazine for an article titled Psyching’ It Up which explores her successes and advise to budding organizational
psychologists. In 2017, she was featured also in Smart Investor Magazine on an article entitled “It’s all about being Human”, as an approach to digital transformation admidst
disruption. Most recently, Hetal was asked to speak on Bernama, one of Malaysia’s most sought after News channels on Organisational Psychology At Work.

http://www.capitaltv.my/
https://www.bfm.my/
https://www.bfm.my/resource-centre-hetal-doshi-organizational-psychologist
https://www.thestar.com.my/
http://mystarjob.com/articles/story.aspx?file=/2014/9/5/mystarjob_asktheexperts/20140905103140&sec=mystarjob_asktheexperts
http://mystarjob.com/articles/story.aspx?file=/2014/12/15/mystarjob_atwork/20141215101735&sec=mystarjob_atwork
http://mystarjob.com/articles/story.aspx?file=/2015/2/25/mystarjob_features/20150225152229&sec=mystarjob_features
http://mystarjob.com/articles/story.aspx?file=/2014/10/21/mystarjob_scalingtheladder/20141020182500&sec=mystarjob_scalingtheladder
http://mystarjob.com/articles/story.aspx?file=/2014/10/30/mystarjob_atwork/20141030144906&sec=mystarjob_atwork
http://mystarjob.com/articles/story.aspx?file=/2014/9/25/mystarjob_atwork/20140925104030&sec=mystarjob_atwork
http://mystarjob.com/articles/story.aspx?file=/2014/11/24/mystarjob_atwork/20141124150356&sec=mystarjob_atwork
http://mystarjob.com/articles/story.aspx?file=/2014/10/14/mystarjob_features/20141014165550&sec=mystarjob_features
http://mystarjob.com/articles/story.aspx?file=/2014/9/18/mystarjob_scalingtheladder/20140918101236&sec=mystarjob_scalingtheladder
http://mystarjob.com/articles/story.aspx?file=/2014/9/10/mystarjob_scalingtheladder/20140910105621&sec=mystarjob_scalingtheladder
http://mystarjob.com/articles/story.aspx?file=/2014/11/25/mystarjob_atwork/20141124162438&sec=mystarjob_atwork
http://mystarjob.com/articles/story.aspx?file=/2014/11/6/mystarjob_features/20141106110553&sec=mystarjob_features
http://mystarjob.com/articles/story.aspx?file=/2014/10/8/mystarjob_asktheexperts/20141008143144&sec=mystarjob_asktheexperts
http://mystarjob.com/articles/story.aspx?file=/2014/12/4/mystarjob_atwork/20141204143241&sec=mystarjob_atwork
http://internationalbusinessreview.net/topic.aspx?c=2&fid=10
https://smemagazine.asia/
http://www.smartinvestor.com.my/
http://www.bernama.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtE2DAZiKOs
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5 MOST ACTIVES
July 26, 2019

STOCK VOL CLSG (sen) +/– (sen) 
KNM               146,730,900 43.0 +1.5 
NETX              112,945,800 1.5 UNCH 
OWG-WA       101,485,500 23.5 +7.0 
GPACKET-WB 95,765,700 14.0   +1.0 
HSI-C5P          68,476,800 25.0   -4.0

EXCHANGE RATES JULY 26, 2019

Foreign currency Bank  sell Bank buy Bank buy 
 TT/OD TT OD 
 1 US DOLLAR 4.1760 4.0640 4.0540 
 1 AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR 2.9080 2.8210 2.8050 
 1 BRUNEI DOLLAR 3.0530 2.9710 2.9630 
 1 CANADIAN DOLLAR 3.1700 3.0920 3.0800 
 1 EURO 4.6670 4.5170 4.4970 
 1 NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR 2.7870 2.7020 2.6860 
 1 SINGAPORE DOLLAR 3.0530 2.9710 2.9630 
 1 STERLING POUND 5.1890 5.0730 5.0530 
 1 SWISS FRANC 4.2030 4.1170 4.1020 
 100 UAE DIRHAM 115.0100 109.3200 109.1200 
 100 BANGLADESH TAKA 5.0090 4.7470 4.5470 
 100 CHINESE RENMINBI 60.8000 58.5000 N/A 
 100 HONGKONG DOLLAR 53.9900 51.4300 51.2300 
 100 INDIAN RUPEE 6.1390 5.7800 5.5800 
 100 INDONESIAN RUPIAH 0.0309 0.0280 0.0230 
 100 JAPANESE YEN 3.8470 3.7360 3.7260 
 100 NEW TAIWAN DOLLAR 14.5000 N/A N/A 
 100 PAKISTAN RUPEE 2.6600 2.4700 2.2700 
 100 PHILIPPINE PESO 8.2800 7.8200 7.6200 
 100 QATAR RIYAL 116.0700 110.1900 109.9900 
 100 SAUDI RIYAL 112.7100 107.0000 106.8000 
 100 THAI BAHT 14.0600 12.5800 12.1800

Source: Malayan Banking Berhad/Bernama

KL MARKET SUMMARY
July 26, 2019

INDICES  CHANGE 
FBMEMAS                        11,698.42      -64.90  
FBMKLCI                            1,647.96      -8.62  
CONSUMER PRODUCTS     690.15      +2.18  
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS    155.79      -0.42  
CONSTRUCTION                 219.43      -3.76  
FINANCIAL SERVICES    16,317.95      -113.74  
ENERGY                           1,119.47      +0.79  
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 724.28      +2.35  
HEALTH CARE                1,278.59      -5.58  
TRANSPORTATION          781.53      -4.17  
PROPERTY                        882.29      +0.58  
PLANTATION                6,778.63      -67.97  
FBMSHA                      12,060.49      -77.55  
FBMACE                        4,764.77      -2.34  
TECHNOLOGY                    34.37      -0.34 
  
TURNOVER  VALUE 
2.558 BIL      RM2.051 BIL  

5 TOP GAINERS
July 26, 2019

STOCK VOL  CLSG (RM)  RM 
G3-WA      318,600 2.79 0.47 
G3          1,954,100 2.90 0.39 
GENM 62,505,000 3.90 0.23 
MSM     4,143,500 1.38 0.21 
ALLIANZ   38,600 14.02 0.20

5 TOP LOSERS
July 26, 2019

STOCK VOL CLSG (RM) RM 
BAT    1,797,200    26.20 3.40 
UTDPLT 22,000     26.06 0.44 
AJI          20,400    17.16 0.34 
NESTLE 21,600   147.80 0.30 
PBBANK 2,014,300 22.42 0.26

17.50 196.56 98.40 49.43 8.22 24.64

TOP 10
SHORTED STOCKS

ON 26/7/19

RSS: Regulated Short Selling; IDSS: Intra-Day Short Selling. Note: Preliminary Statistics

Volume ('000)

KNM
ARMADA
VS
DNEX
HIBISCS
GENM
IWCITY
EKOVEST
TM
MFLOUR

STOCKS
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.0

99.5
20.0
9.7
0.0

134.5

RSS
35,729.6

5,988.5
3,659.3
2,612.9
2,350.0
1,600.8

988.0
830.0
722.2
530.2

IDSS
35,729.6
5,988.5
3,659.3
2,612.9
2,358.0
1,700.3
1,008.0

839.7
722.2
664.7

TOTAL

SCI  
2,944.54 

7.18

PETALING JAYA: It is said that in life, 
nothing is certain except death and taxes. 
While there has been much emphasis given 
to taxes by businesses, the same cannot be 
said about death. 

Perhaps one of the events that generated 
the biggest ripples across the business world 
was the passing of Steve Jobs in 2011, the co-
founder and CEO of Apple Inc whose legacy 
is synonymous with the US tech giant. 

 While Jobs’ battle with pancreatic cancer 
allowed the company time to lay out a 
succession plan of sorts, other businesses 
might not be so fortunate in that regard. 

In the Easter day bombings in Sri Lanka, 
Danish billionaire, Anders Holch Povlsen, 
the man behind the British online fashion 
retailer asos.com, lost three children in the 
terror attack that could have claimed his life 
as well. 

For businesses, the death of a leader has 
a significant impact on the organisation and 
the public. 

According to O Psych Sdn Bhd CEO and 
organisational psychologist Hetal Doshi, the 
impact of the loss in an organisation’s 
leadership stems from the intimacy of their 
relationship. 

 “Presented with the news about a 
person’s passing, the initial reaction is 
usually surprise followed by curiosity and, 
finally, there will be some reminiscing of an 
event or memory related to the person. In 
death, these intimate memories will impact 
an organisation.” 

On the whole, she said, organisations 
should try to recover from the death of their 

oHaving a succession 
plan in place can ease the 
shock and impact of any 
sudden demise of a 
business leader on the firm

When tragedy strikes  
– rising above the grief

WASHINGTON: For the first time since the 
Great Recession a decade ago, the Federal 
Reserve (Fed) is poised to cut interest rates, 
shoring up the United States’ defences as 
the global economy weakens. 

It will mark a striking about-face for the 
US central bank, reversing a rate increase 
announced just seven months ago. 

And the policy flip comes as the central 
bank has suffered a number of awkward 
stumbles in communications, as it has tried 
to communicate confidence in the 
economy, while at the same time a 
readiness to support continued expansion. 

Fed officials have had to backtrack and 
clarify recent statements, and amid US 
President Donald Trump’s blistering, year-
long public campaign against Fed chair 
Jerome Powell, one central banker seemed 
to offer himself as an alternative for the 
leadership position. 

Meanwhile, although the rate cut this 
week is almost universally expected, eco-

nomists disagree whether the Fed is making 
the right move. Indeed, cutting rates now 
could appear highly unusual: the Fed has 
never done so with unemployment so low. 

The Fed raised rates in December despite 
signs of a weakening global economy and 
Trump's multiple global trade conflicts. But 
central bankers now cite those same reasons 
as a justification for cutting rates. 

“I do believe the Fed made a mistake and 
they know it,” Quincy Krosby, chief market 
strategist at Prudential Financial, told AFP. 

New York Fed president John Williams, 
the influential vice chair of the Fed’s 
monetary policy committee, said this 
month that acting quickly to cut the key 
lending rate could “vaccinate” an economy 
against “disease” later on. 

But his office later scrambled to clarify 
that the comment was referring to the history 
of monetary policy and was not a prediction 
of how the Fed would act on July 31. 

Trump pounced almost immediately: “I 

like New York Fed president John Williams’ 
first statement much better than his second.” 

Diane Swonk, chief economist at Grant 
Thornton, said the Fed’s communication 
blunders did not help it withstand Trump’s 
onslaught and his demand for lower 
borrowing rates. 

“The president might have been right for 
the wrong reasons because he was 
destroying the economy himself,” she told 
AFP, saying the damage from the trade 
battles with China and others has been 
underestimated. 

So “even when they do the right thing it 
looks like they’re capitulating”, she said, 
undermining their credibility. 

Trump’s vocal and repeated attacks on 
the Fed are unprecedented. And Swonk 
warned it could backfire. 

“What the president’s doing now is 
undermining the most powerful tool the 
Fed has when he’s going to need it most.”  
– AFP

Fed struggles to communicate amid Trump pressure

█ BY AMIR IMRAN HUSAIN SAFRI 
sunbiz@thesundaily.com

leader quickly, as businesses need to have 
longevity looking at the bigger picture five to 
ten years down the line. 

In dealing with death, she recommends 
that companies take the opportunity to have 
powerful memorials and celebrate the 
departed leader with the successor and the 
board of directors showing solidarity in 
paying their respects. 

“Having a discussion on the purpose of 
life in a company and in general is a 
valuable opportunity, rather than to sweep 
it under the rug.” 

For successors, navigating the void left by 
a departed leader could be difficult. 

“Successors would do best respecting the 
life and work of the previous leader, whilst 
rallying their teams emotionally towards an 
even greater future.” 

She said the successor do not have to 
worry about being compared because time 
will heal those wounds and they should 
move towards building their own legacy. 

In today’s corporate world, Hetal regards 
US tech giant Microsoft as a great example in 
paving the way for future leaders. Its founder 
Bill Gates has been promoting the other 
leaders in the company and focusing on his 

own philanthropic endeavours instead. 
However, not all businesses are equal in 

this respect. 
Hetal said for family and dynastic 

business, the rules of engagement are 
different. As opposed to those with a regular 
corporate structure, legacies are extremely 
valuable to family businesses, as it is part of 
their brand story. 

“For family businesses, referencing the 
previous leader is something that is 
encouraged as you want to strengthen 
emotional ties based on the values of the 
previous leader.” 

Hetal said businesses in high-risk 
industries such as oil & gas, mining and 
airlines should also emphasise the 
importance in mediating death at the 
workplace. 

In such industries, it is important that the 
leadership does not adopt a “business as 
usual” approach following a tragedy as it 
will be perceived as an unempathetic 
organisation. 

She pointed out that the dangerous 
profession fosters a much closer ties 
between colleagues given the risk and 
circumstances involved. 

Hetal regards US 
tech giant 
Microsoft as a 
great example in 
paving the way 
for future leaders. 
– ADIB RAWI 
YAHYA/THESUN
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BERNAMA TV

BFM (2018 – 2019)
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BFM RADIO STATION

BFM (2018 - 2020): Leadership, Power and Transformation Series



Channel News Asia 

Channel News Asia (2020): Impact of Coronavirus on Organizations
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5 MOST ACTIVES
July 26, 2019

STOCK VOL CLSG (sen) +/– (sen) 
KNM               146,730,900 43.0 +1.5 
NETX              112,945,800 1.5 UNCH 
OWG-WA       101,485,500 23.5 +7.0 
GPACKET-WB 95,765,700 14.0   +1.0 
HSI-C5P          68,476,800 25.0   -4.0

EXCHANGE RATES JULY 26, 2019

Foreign currency Bank  sell Bank buy Bank buy 
 TT/OD TT OD 
 1 US DOLLAR 4.1760 4.0640 4.0540 
 1 AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR 2.9080 2.8210 2.8050 
 1 BRUNEI DOLLAR 3.0530 2.9710 2.9630 
 1 CANADIAN DOLLAR 3.1700 3.0920 3.0800 
 1 EURO 4.6670 4.5170 4.4970 
 1 NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR 2.7870 2.7020 2.6860 
 1 SINGAPORE DOLLAR 3.0530 2.9710 2.9630 
 1 STERLING POUND 5.1890 5.0730 5.0530 
 1 SWISS FRANC 4.2030 4.1170 4.1020 
 100 UAE DIRHAM 115.0100 109.3200 109.1200 
 100 BANGLADESH TAKA 5.0090 4.7470 4.5470 
 100 CHINESE RENMINBI 60.8000 58.5000 N/A 
 100 HONGKONG DOLLAR 53.9900 51.4300 51.2300 
 100 INDIAN RUPEE 6.1390 5.7800 5.5800 
 100 INDONESIAN RUPIAH 0.0309 0.0280 0.0230 
 100 JAPANESE YEN 3.8470 3.7360 3.7260 
 100 NEW TAIWAN DOLLAR 14.5000 N/A N/A 
 100 PAKISTAN RUPEE 2.6600 2.4700 2.2700 
 100 PHILIPPINE PESO 8.2800 7.8200 7.6200 
 100 QATAR RIYAL 116.0700 110.1900 109.9900 
 100 SAUDI RIYAL 112.7100 107.0000 106.8000 
 100 THAI BAHT 14.0600 12.5800 12.1800

Source: Malayan Banking Berhad/Bernama

KL MARKET SUMMARY
July 26, 2019

INDICES  CHANGE 
FBMEMAS                        11,698.42      -64.90  
FBMKLCI                            1,647.96      -8.62  
CONSUMER PRODUCTS     690.15      +2.18  
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS    155.79      -0.42  
CONSTRUCTION                 219.43      -3.76  
FINANCIAL SERVICES    16,317.95      -113.74  
ENERGY                           1,119.47      +0.79  
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 724.28      +2.35  
HEALTH CARE                1,278.59      -5.58  
TRANSPORTATION          781.53      -4.17  
PROPERTY                        882.29      +0.58  
PLANTATION                6,778.63      -67.97  
FBMSHA                      12,060.49      -77.55  
FBMACE                        4,764.77      -2.34  
TECHNOLOGY                    34.37      -0.34 
  
TURNOVER  VALUE 
2.558 BIL      RM2.051 BIL  

5 TOP GAINERS
July 26, 2019

STOCK VOL  CLSG (RM)  RM 
G3-WA      318,600 2.79 0.47 
G3          1,954,100 2.90 0.39 
GENM 62,505,000 3.90 0.23 
MSM     4,143,500 1.38 0.21 
ALLIANZ   38,600 14.02 0.20

5 TOP LOSERS
July 26, 2019

STOCK VOL CLSG (RM) RM 
BAT    1,797,200    26.20 3.40 
UTDPLT 22,000     26.06 0.44 
AJI          20,400    17.16 0.34 
NESTLE 21,600   147.80 0.30 
PBBANK 2,014,300 22.42 0.26

17.50 196.56 98.40 49.43 8.22 24.64

TOP 10
SHORTED STOCKS

ON 26/7/19

RSS: Regulated Short Selling; IDSS: Intra-Day Short Selling. Note: Preliminary Statistics

Volume ('000)

KNM
ARMADA
VS
DNEX
HIBISCS
GENM
IWCITY
EKOVEST
TM
MFLOUR

STOCKS
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.0

99.5
20.0

9.7
0.0

134.5

RSS
35,729.6

5,988.5
3,659.3
2,612.9
2,350.0
1,600.8

988.0
830.0
722.2
530.2

IDSS
35,729.6

5,988.5
3,659.3
2,612.9
2,358.0
1,700.3
1,008.0

839.7
722.2
664.7

TOTAL

SCI  
2,944.54 

7.18

PETALING JAYA: It is said that in life, 
nothing is certain except death and taxes. 
While there has been much emphasis given 
to taxes by businesses, the same cannot be 
said about death. 

Perhaps one of the events that generated 
the biggest ripples across the business world 
was the passing of Steve Jobs in 2011, the co-
founder and CEO of Apple Inc whose legacy 
is synonymous with the US tech giant. 

 While Jobs’ battle with pancreatic cancer 
allowed the company time to lay out a 
succession plan of sorts, other businesses 
might not be so fortunate in that regard. 

In the Easter day bombings in Sri Lanka, 
Danish billionaire, Anders Holch Povlsen, 
the man behind the British online fashion 
retailer asos.com, lost three children in the 
terror attack that could have claimed his life 
as well. 

For businesses, the death of a leader has 
a significant impact on the organisation and 
the public. 

According to O Psych Sdn Bhd CEO and 
organisational psychologist Hetal Doshi, the 
impact of the loss in an organisation’s 
leadership stems from the intimacy of their 
relationship. 

 “Presented with the news about a 
person’s passing, the initial reaction is 
usually surprise followed by curiosity and, 
finally, there will be some reminiscing of an 
event or memory related to the person. In 
death, these intimate memories will impact 
an organisation.” 

On the whole, she said, organisations 
should try to recover from the death of their 

oHaving a succession 
plan in place can ease the 
shock and impact of any 
sudden demise of a 
business leader on the firm

When tragedy strikes  
– rising above the grief

WASHINGTON: For the first time since the 
Great Recession a decade ago, the Federal 
Reserve (Fed) is poised to cut interest rates, 
shoring up the United States’ defences as 
the global economy weakens. 

It will mark a striking about-face for the 
US central bank, reversing a rate increase 
announced just seven months ago. 

And the policy flip comes as the central 
bank has suffered a number of awkward 
stumbles in communications, as it has tried 
to communicate confidence in the 
economy, while at the same time a 
readiness to support continued expansion. 

Fed officials have had to backtrack and 
clarify recent statements, and amid US 
President Donald Trump’s blistering, year-
long public campaign against Fed chair 
Jerome Powell, one central banker seemed 
to offer himself as an alternative for the 
leadership position. 

Meanwhile, although the rate cut this 
week is almost universally expected, eco-

nomists disagree whether the Fed is making 
the right move. Indeed, cutting rates now 
could appear highly unusual: the Fed has 
never done so with unemployment so low. 

The Fed raised rates in December despite 
signs of a weakening global economy and 
Trump's multiple global trade conflicts. But 
central bankers now cite those same reasons 
as a justification for cutting rates. 

“I do believe the Fed made a mistake and 
they know it,” Quincy Krosby, chief market 
strategist at Prudential Financial, told AFP. 

New York Fed president John Williams, 
the influential vice chair of the Fed’s 
monetary policy committee, said this 
month that acting quickly to cut the key 
lending rate could “vaccinate” an economy 
against “disease” later on. 

But his office later scrambled to clarify 
that the comment was referring to the history 
of monetary policy and was not a prediction 
of how the Fed would act on July 31. 

Trump pounced almost immediately: “I 

like New York Fed president John Williams’ 
first statement much better than his second.” 

Diane Swonk, chief economist at Grant 
Thornton, said the Fed’s communication 
blunders did not help it withstand Trump’s 
onslaught and his demand for lower 
borrowing rates. 

“The president might have been right for 
the wrong reasons because he was 
destroying the economy himself,” she told 
AFP, saying the damage from the trade 
battles with China and others has been 
underestimated. 

So “even when they do the right thing it 
looks like they’re capitulating”, she said, 
undermining their credibility. 

Trump’s vocal and repeated attacks on 
the Fed are unprecedented. And Swonk 
warned it could backfire. 

“What the president’s doing now is 
undermining the most powerful tool the 
Fed has when he’s going to need it most.”  
– AFP

Fed struggles to communicate amid Trump pressure

█ BY AMIR IMRAN HUSAIN SAFRI 
sunbiz@thesundaily.com

leader quickly, as businesses need to have 
longevity looking at the bigger picture five to 
ten years down the line. 

In dealing with death, she recommends 
that companies take the opportunity to have 
powerful memorials and celebrate the 
departed leader with the successor and the 
board of directors showing solidarity in 
paying their respects. 

“Having a discussion on the purpose of 
life in a company and in general is a 
valuable opportunity, rather than to sweep 
it under the rug.” 

For successors, navigating the void left by 
a departed leader could be difficult. 

“Successors would do best respecting the 
life and work of the previous leader, whilst 
rallying their teams emotionally towards an 
even greater future.” 

She said the successor do not have to 
worry about being compared because time 
will heal those wounds and they should 
move towards building their own legacy. 

In today’s corporate world, Hetal regards 
US tech giant Microsoft as a great example in 
paving the way for future leaders. Its founder 
Bill Gates has been promoting the other 
leaders in the company and focusing on his 

own philanthropic endeavours instead. 
However, not all businesses are equal in 

this respect. 
Hetal said for family and dynastic 

business, the rules of engagement are 
different. As opposed to those with a regular 
corporate structure, legacies are extremely 
valuable to family businesses, as it is part of 
their brand story. 

“For family businesses, referencing the 
previous leader is something that is 
encouraged as you want to strengthen 
emotional ties based on the values of the 
previous leader.” 

Hetal said businesses in high-risk 
industries such as oil & gas, mining and 
airlines should also emphasise the 
importance in mediating death at the 
workplace. 

In such industries, it is important that the 
leadership does not adopt a “business as 
usual” approach following a tragedy as it 
will be perceived as an unempathetic 
organisation. 

She pointed out that the dangerous 
profession fosters a much closer ties 
between colleagues given the risk and 
circumstances involved. 

Hetal regards US 
tech giant 
Microsoft as a 
great example in 
paving the way 
for future leaders. 
– ADIB RAWI 
YAHYA/THESUN



TRAXX FM

TRAXX FM (2018 – 2019)
Organizational Psychology Nuggets & Women Leadership



THE Edge 

OptionsbyTheEdge (2018): International 
Women's Day Feature



HER WORLD

HERWORLD (July 2019 Issue)
HerStory, Inspiring Women Feature on The Corporate Nightingale



MALAYSIA SME - PILLARS

Malaysia SME (Sept 2019 Issue)
The Entrepreneur's Mind, The Business of Psychology with Hetal Doshi



MALAYSIA SME – HER STORY

Malaysia SME (April 2019 Issue)
Bringing Out The Best In People (Cover Story)



Expedia – O Psych Media Partnership

ExpediaxOPsych Partnership on Survey that showed findings of 
Malaysia as Asia's Most Vacation Deprived Survey (2018). 

Covered by over 20 media houses



HR Asia



Gujarati Association (GAWPS( (2019). Crossing the Line 

AKPK (2019). Women in Finance 

FEMxTalk (2019). Showing Up 

Lazada (2019). Perter or Jane?

PETRONAS (2019). Peter or Jane?

Philip Morris (2019). Transforming the way we Transform

Ernst & Yang (2019). Transforming the way we Transform

Erican College (2018). Emotional Intelligence 

Artificial Intelligence for Business, Malaysia (2018).
Business transformation from an Organizational Psychologist Perspective

Human Resource Technology Asian Convention, Malaysia (2018).
The Psychology of Human Emotions in Maximizing Transformation Potential

Disrupt HR Event, Malaysia (2018).
Transforming the way we Transform

CONFERENCES/SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS 



Women in Leadership Conference, Malaysia (2018)
Building Resilience for Women in Leadership

Front Liner Youth (FLY), Malaysia (2018)
The Psychology of Entrepreneurs

22nd Annual Leadership and HR Directors Forum APAC, Indonesia (2018) 
Forum Chair and Session on The Psychology of Human Emotions

Expedia Vacation Deprivation Report Media Briefing, Malaysia (2018)
Panelist on The Critical Importance of Taking Time Off Work

World HRD Congress, India (2018)
Transformational Coaching. 

Women in Leadership Forum, Malaysia (2018)
Managing Conflict with Authenticity and Transparency. 

Diversity Best Practices, Singapore (2017)
Leveraging on a Multi-Generational Workforce in Driving Digital 

Transformation

Women Lawyers Conference, Malaysia (2017)
The Inner Game of Top Female Professionals.

International Coaching & Leadership Summit, Malaysia (2017)
Opening Keynote. 

CONFERENCES/SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS 



Learning & Development World Congress, Singapore (2017)
The Emotional State of Learning. 

IPG Media Brands, Malaysia (2017)
Emotional Intimacy

14th International Conference on Psychology and Behavioural Sciences, 
Singapore (2017). 

Keynote

YouTube Week By Google, Malaysia (2016)
How Ambitious Media Leaders can Disrupt Gender Bias How HR Can disrupt 

Unconscious Gender Biases. 

TalentCorp Learning Conference, Malaysia (2016). 
How leaders can disrupt Gender Bias 

Project Managers Institute, Malaysia (2016). 
Resilience and Grit. Conquering changes in VUCA. 

11th Coach Convention, Awards & Networks, Malaysia (2016)
Emotional Intelligence in Coaching

Talent Ecosystem Conference, Malaysia (2015)
Engaging Gen Y with Emotional Intelligence

Religion, Security and Citizenship Conference, Singapore (2015)
Conquering Gender Biases

CONFERENCES/SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS 



HR Tech StartUp - NextUp Asia and Cognifyx
1. In 2016, Hetal co-founded an online media brand, NextUp Asia, that covers HR related
interviews thought leaders, business leaders, HR leaders and disrupters in Malaysia and
Globally. NextUp Asia is partners with the producers and organizers of TedxKL. Here are
some of the videos of her interviews. More can be found on YouTube.

1. Christopher Yap, VP at SME Banking, Alliance Bank
2. Jim Ayala, Founder & CEO, Hybrid Social Solutions
3. Haroon Bhatti, CHRO, Digi
4. Rajeev Peshawaria, CEO , Icliff Leadership & Governance
5. Bibop G. Gresta, Chairman & COO, Hyperloop Transportation Technologies
6. Animesh Mukherjee, Head of HR of Expertise, DIGI
7. Zalina Jamaluddin, Head Director, Asia School of Business
8. Lai Tak Ming, Director, GAMUDA Berhad
9. Jenny Ooi, CHRO, USG BOGAL
10. Tan Sri Liew Kee Sin, Chairman, EcoWorld

2. Hetal has been requested to join the Board of Advisors and potentially take on the
role of Managing Director for a behavioral science App called Cognifyx that promotes
better performance via better brain functioning. Cognifyx is funded by one of
Singapore’s top Neurosergeons, Dr Prem Pillay, and co-founded by a Neuroscientist, Nav
Vij. Cognifyx is made up of a team of neuroscientists, organizational psychologists,
clinical psychologists, sports psychologists and technologists.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3hpd3JIdwo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ktxp1QU2gqc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DT7rvEP67bI&t=14s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wzhVh_T3WdM&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LGg6nZZDAaA&t=32s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7pxT0ER0ds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aLUKSYkCEno&t=134s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iFNzf6tcB9w&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AOUVTEBNp6Y&t=53s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WLw1sphKbLc&t=19s
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